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Theory of the Development of Geothermal
SystemsCharged by Vertical Faults
G. S. BODVARSSON,S. M. BENSON, AND P. A. WITHERSPOON
Earth Sciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720

A two-dimensionalmodelof fault-chargedhydrothermalsystemshasbeendevelopedthat considers
,he transient development of such systemsincluding the effects of heat lossesto the confining
layers.Themodelcan be usedfor theoreticalstudiesof the developmentof fault-chargedreservoirs.It
can also be usedto estimatethe rate of rechargefrom the fault sourceand the time of evolution, using
temperaturedata from wells. The modelhas been appliedto the hydrothermalsystemat Susanville,
California. A reasonablematch with the areal temperaturedistributionin the primary aquifer and the
temperatureprofilesof individualwells was obtained.This allowedan estimateof the rechargerate

fromthefaultintothehydrothermal
systemto beobtained.
As thecalculated
recharge
rate(9 x 10-6
m3/sm) intothe Susanvillehydrothermal
systemprovedto be quitesignificant,
a threefoldincreasein
the potentialof the Susanvillehydrothermalanomalyfor spaceheatingpurposesis predicted.
INTRODUCTION

The developmentof geothermal systemsand the factors
that control their development are matters of considerable
interest. Thermally induced natural convection is one of the
most effective means of transferring mass and energy
throughrock layers, and this phenomenonhas been investigatedby many workers. However, not as much attentionhas
been given to the development of fault-charged geothermal
systems. Fault-charged reservoirs are those where one or
more major faults provide most of the energy to the geothermal reservoir.

Fault-chargedreservoirs commonly display atypical temperature profiles that are characterizedby a reversal (Figure
1). The profiles are indicative of lateral hot water flow and
conductiveheat lossesto the confiningbeds. These temperature data can be analyzed to yield the rechargerate into the
hydrothermal system and its time of evolution.
Fault-charged geothermal systemsare found in most geothermally active areas in the world. Examples of such
systemsin the western part of the United Statesare the high
temperaturefields suchas RooseveltHot Springs,Utah, and
East Mesa in Imperial Valley, California. Low-moderate
temperature systemsof this type include Klamath Falls and
Vale in Oregon and the Susanville hydrothermal system in
California.

The distinct characteristics of fault-charged geothermal
systemsmake it necessaryto develop a theoreticalbasisfor
understandingtheir evolution and their behavior under exploitation. In this paper a new model for analyzing faultcharged geothermal systems is presented. As will be illustrated, the model provides some important new insightsinto
the factors that control the development and behavior of
such systems. Finally, application of the model, using data
from the Susanville, California, hydrothermal system, is
illustrated.
GENERAL

BACKGROUND

Several studies on fault-charged reservoirs have appeared
in the literature. $orey [1975] used a numerical simulatorto

study heat losses associated with a hot spring system. He
considered two models, a cylindrical fault zone and a linear
fault discharginghot water from depth into a hot spring.
Generally, the rock formation around the faults was assumed
impermeable so that heat lossesfrom the fault are only due
to conduction. By varying the geometrical dimensionsof the
problem and the discharge rate, he calculated the steady
state temperature distribution around the fault and the
temperature of the dischargedfluids at the hot spring.
Pritchett and Garg [1979] used numerical techniques to
calculate the transient thermal and velocity fields in a faultchargedaquifer. Heat transfer associatedwith fluid flow up
the fault was neglected, but they modeled in reasonable
detail the mass and heat transport within the aquifer. Heat
lossesto the caprock were approximated by a quasi-steady
state process, while heat lossesto the bedrock were neglected. Kilty et al. [1978] developed a finite differencenumerical
model to study convective heat transfer in geothermal systems. In their model the flow field was assumeda priori, and

the ste.adystateconvectiveandconductiveheattransferwas
then calculated. They applied the model to the Monroe,
Utah, hydrothermal system and studied the temperature
distributionin the systemcausedby steady upfiow of water
in a vertical

fault.

Riney et al. [1979] used a numerical model to study the
temperature distribution at the East Mesa hydrothermal
system in the Imperial Valley of California. They assumed
that the reservoir is rechargedby a cylindrical fault system,
representing the intersection of three major faults. They
modeled the mass and heat transfer in the aquifer in some
detail, but used only an approximaterepresentationof heat
losses to the caprock and neglected heat losses to the
bedrock altogether. They obtained a reasonablematch with
the steady state temperature distribution in the reservoir and
heat flow at the surface. However, the authors recognized
the non-uniqueness of the reservoir parameters obtained,
especiallythe porositiesand permeabilitiesin the reservoir.
Using a semi-analyticapproach, Goyal and Kassoy [ 1980]
developed a steady state model of a fault-charged reservoir
system. They specifiedthe flow rate and the temperatureof
the fluids in the fault at the bottom of the reservoir.
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flow within the reservoir was neglected. Constant temperature boundary conditions at the top and bottom of the
reservoir were prescribedin their model. Goyal and Kassoy
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4. Within the confining beds (caprock and bedrock) (1)
the permeability is so low that movement of heat is controlled only by heat conduction, (2) horizontal conduction is
neglected (numerical studies by Bodvarsson and Tsang
[1982]) have shown that this assumptionis quite reasonable,
(3) there is no resistance to heat transfer at the interfaces
with the aquifer.
5. At some depth, B, below the aquifer, the temperature
in the bedrock, Tb2, is constant.
6. The thermal properties of the formations above and
below the aquifer may be different, but all thermal parameters for the liquid and rock are constant.
Basedon the above assumptions,the differential equation
governing the temperature in the aquifer at any time t can
readily be derived by performing an energy balance on a
control volume in the aquifer:
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Fig. 1. Example of typical temperature profiles from two wells in
a fault-charged reservoir (Susanville, California).

[1981] applied the model to the East Mesa hydrothermal
system. They calculated the recharge rate to the fault,
vertical variations of horizontal velocities within the aquifer,
temperature fields in the aquifer and caprock, and surface
heat flows. A reasonable qualitative match with observed
data from the field was obtained, but some quantitative
differencesin the temperaturefield and the surfaceheatflows
still remained. Goyal and Narasirnhan [1981] have recently
used a similar model for a constant pressure charging of a
fault-controlled geothermal reservoir.
The model to be presented here is fully transient and
includes conductive heat transfer to the caprock and bedrock. Vertical variations in temperature and velocity within
the aquifer are ignored. Therefore, our model is most
applicableto relatively thin aquifer systemsand can be used
to study the evolution of such systemsas well as their steady

H

OTa
paCa•
= 0

Ox

Ot

(1)

Similar equationsfor different systemshave been derived by
Lauwerier [1955], Bodvarsson [1972], Bodvarsson and
Tsang [1982], and others. In the caprock and bedrock,
temperatures are controlled by the one-dimensional, heatconduction equation

O2T1

aT1

Z> 0: •kl0Z
2 --plC1
at
02T2

(2)

aT2

Z< 0: •k2az2 - p2c2
at
The initial conditions

(3)

are

Ta(x, O) = Tol + aid

(4a)

TI(X, Z, O) = Tbl -- al(Z -- D)

(4b)

T2(x. z. O) = Tb• + aid-

(4c)

a2z

state behavior.

The boundary conditions are
MATHEMATICAL

MODEL

Figure 2 shows the fault-charged geothermal system for
which a mathematical model has been developed. Initially,
temperaturesincreaselinearly with depth with a geothermal
gradient, a. At time t = 0, hot water starts to flow up the
vertical fault and is rechargedinto a relatively thin horizontal
aquifer under forced convection.The behaviorof the system
is then controlled by the following assumedconditions:
1. At the ground surface, the temperature, To•, remains
constant.

2.

T.(O. t) = Tf

t> 0

(5a)

Ta(x. t) = Tl(X. O. t) = T2(x. O. t)

(5b)

Ti(x. D, t) = Tb•

(5c)

T2(x.-B.

t)=

To2 = Tol + aid + a2B

GROUNDSURFACE
ROCK1

(5d)

Tbl

p•c•X•

D

No heat losses occur as the fluid moves up the fault

and entersthe aquiferat a constanttemperatureTf. This
assumption is commonly made in the analysis of faultcharged systems and will result in some errors in the
temperature field close to the fault.
3. Within the aquifer (1) the mass flow rate is constant,
(2) horizontal conductionis neglected,(3) temperaturesin
the vertical direction across the relatively thin aquifer are
uniform, and (4) thermal equilibrium between fluid and solid
is instantaneous.
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Fig. 2. The mathematicalmodel consideredfor fault problem.
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The following dimensionlessparameters are introduced:
Dimensionless

)klX

(6a)

pwcwqD
Dimensionless

The initial condition (equation (4)) becomes

distance

TD,(•, */, O)= -Tg(*/- 1)

(lOb)

To2(•, */, 0) - - Tg(oO*/
- 1)

(10c)

TDa(O,
•'•) = 1

(6b)

p•c•D2

01 --

H p,•Ca

(6c)

D p•c•

coordinate
z

(6d)

•'• -->0

(11a)

TD•(•, •'•) = TD,(•, O,•'•)= TD2(•,O,z•)

(lib)

TD,(•, 1, •'•) = 0

(11c)

TD2(•I,--O','rl) = Tg(wO'
+ 1)

(lid)

Dimensionlessenergy potential

vertical

(10a)

The boundary conditions(equations(5a)-(5d)) become

time

,r1 =

Dimensionless

TDa(•I,O) -- Tg

Solutions to equations (7)-(11) can be obtained in the Laplace domain (see Appendix 1) as the following set:

*/=0:u=-[1
- Tg]exp-0•p
+ tanhV•p
P

Heat capacity ratio
p2c2

+tanh
•rX/(¾/•0PJ
I1+-P (12)

(6e)

p•c•

Thermal conductivity ratio
)k2

(6f)

Dimensionlesstemperature
T-

Tb•

Dimensionlessthermal gradient
(6h)

factor

+ tanhtrX/(•/•) sinh
V/(•/p/•0*/Tg
(tort
- 1) (14)
p

B

•r = -

(6i)

D

Geothermal gradient ratio
a2

(6j)
al

After introducing equations (6a)-(6j), equations (1)-(3)
become

*/=0: o*/

sinh
V/p,/-Tg
(*/_1) (13)
p

*/< 0:v2 =

aid

Geometrical

tanhV•p

(6g)

In equations(12)-(14), u and v representthe temperaturesin
the Laplacedomainfor the aquiferand the confininglayers,
respectively.Although closedform asymptoticsolutionsto
these equations may be obtained, the complete solution
cannot easily be inverted from the Laplace domain. A
numerical scheme developed by Stehfest [1970] was therefore used to obtain the resultsto be presentedbelow.
Validation of Present Model

As a check on the validity of our mathematicalmodel, we

0TD

01

-- 0

compared our work with that of Lauwerier [ 1955]. Lauwerier

considered
lateralflowin anaquiferbounded
by vertically'
(7)

02TD! OTD!
0*/2

OT•

02TD2
__'yOTD2
0,/2

K O'rl

(8)

(9)

infinite confininglayers. At intermediatetimes, before the
influenceof constanttemperatureboundariesat z = D, and
z = -(B + D) are felt, our solutionfor the aquifer (equation
(12)) shouldbe identical with that of Lauwerier, provided (1)
there is no geothermal gradient, i.e., a = 0, and (2) the
thermal properties in the caprock and the bedrock are the
same,'i.e., • = • = 1.0.
The Lauwerier solution is thus a special case of the
present solution. Figure 3 shows a comparisonbetween our
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Comparison between the present solutionand the LauwerTg: ,035
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solutionfor temperaturedistributionin the aquifer and the
Lauwerier solutionfor a given set of parameters.Note that
in Figure 3 the parameters% •, and 0 are as definedby
Lauwerier; all other parametersare definedin the nomencla-
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Evolution of a fault-charged hydrothermal system for
•, = 1.0.

ture. The match between our solution and that of Lauwerier

is near-perfect,confirmingthe validity of the presentmodel.
Asymptotic Solutions

At early times, the solution for the temperature in the
aquifer simplifies considerably, so that inversion into real
spaceis possible(seeAppendix2). The solutionin real space

(17)

is

TD•= [1 -- Te]U[rl - 01•Cl]
+ Te

(15)
(18)

where U denotesthe unit stepfunction. Equation (15) shows
that when the dimensionlesstime •'1 is less than 0•, the

initial temperatureTe prevails. However, in the thermal Equations(16)-(18) show that the steadystatetemperature
profilesare independentof 0•, as well as the heat capacity

region, when •'1is greater than 0•1, the aquifer temperature
equals the temperature of the fault water. No temperature
changesoccurin the caprockand the bedrockat early times.
At late times the solutions for the temperaturesin the
Laplace domain (equations (12)-(14)) also simplify to the
extent that inversionto real spaceis possible.In real space
the steady state solutionsare (see Appendix 2)

ratio (3/).
EVOLUTION OF FAULT-CHARGED

HYDROTHERMAL

SYSTEMS

The model has been employedto study the evolutionof
fault-chargedhydrothermalsystems.Figure 4 showsa plot
of dimensionlesstemperatureTD versus depth at a given
locationfor severaldifferentvaluesof dimensionless
time r•.
Initially (r• = 0) the systemis in equilibriumwith a linear

ß
/=0'To•=[1Tg]exp[1+•]•+Tg (16)

geothermal gradient, and hot water starts to flow into the

05

permeableaquifer.In the early stagesof development,only
the aquifer is being heated. Later on, however, conductive
heat transfer between the aquifer and the adjacentrocks
increases,causingthe caprockand bedrockto be heatedand
temperatures in the aquifer to stabilize.

-0,5

-1,0

-I,5

-20

Temperaturesin the aquifer and caprock reach steady
stateat a dimensionlesstime % between 1 and 10. However,
at this time the temperaturesin the rock formationbelow the

aquiferare not yet near steadystate.This is a consequence
of the high value of •r = 30. Sincethe constant-temperature
boundaryat the groundsurfaceis muchcloserto the aquifer
than the deep boundary, this is the factor that controlsthe
thermalresponse.Note that the steadystatetemperaturein
the aquiferat the locationin questionis approximately
TD =
0.91.

Fig. 4.

Evolution of a fault-charged hydrothermal system for
f• = 0.1.

Further away from the fault one would anticipatea similar
behavior with less temperature rise. Figure 5 shows the
thermal evolution at the dimensionless distance from the
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where the first and the second terms on the right-hand side

fault of ½1= 1.0. Note that the steady state dimensionless representthe heat lossesto the caprockand the bedrock,
ThusQo,represents
thetotalheatlostfromthe
temperaturein the aquifer is only about TD = 0.4, or less respectively.
aquifer to the confining beds.
than half that attained for a dimensionlessdistance of ½1=
The heat losses from the aquifer to the caprock and
0.1. Consequently,the temperaturegradientin the caprock
is also reduced. Obviously, closer to the fault, where ½1< bedrock for a given location away from the fault (s•l = 0.10)
0.1, the aquifer will be heated more fully to temperatures are shown in Figure 8. At early times there are no heat losses
to the caprockor the bedrockbecausethe thermal front has
that are essentially TD = 1.0.
not yet arrived. Later, the heat losses increase to a maximumat 3'1= 0.10, andthen rapidlydecrease.At rl = 1.0, the
Evolution of Thermal Field Within the Aquifer
heat lossesto the caprock stabilize, but those to the bedrock
Figure 6 shows the evolution of the thermal field within
continue to decrease and eventually become negative (i.e.,
the aquifer for 01 = 0.005 and other parametersas specified
heat flows from the bedrock into the aquifer) at very large
in the figure. It shows that close to the fault (small s•l)the
times. This behavior can be readily explained, when Figures
temperaturerises almostimmediatelyto the temperatureof
4 and 5 are considered. The heat losses from the aquifer to
the rechargingwater. The figure also shows that a steady
the caprock stabilize when the constanttemperature boundstate thermal field is reached shortly after dimensionless
ary at z = D is felt (approximately at rl = 1.0) and a steady
time rl exceeds 1.0. Although the steady state thermal field
linear gradient is established. However, owing to the conis independentof 01 (see equations(16)-(18)), the transient
stanttemperatureboundary at z = -(B + D), a linear steady
developmentof the thermal field is greatly affectedby
temperatureis only achieved at late times as the bedrock is
This is illustrated in Figure 7 for r = 1.0, where it may be
being heated, and this results in negative heat losses. The
seenthat the smaller 01is, the further away from the fault the
total heat lossesfrom the aquifer stabilize at an approximate
thermal front has advanced. This is reasonable since
representsthe heat capacityof the aquifer normalizedto that
of the caprock. Thus, the higher the value of 01 the greater
the heat capacity of the aquifer and consequentlysmaller
volume of the aquifer away from the fault becomesheated.
Figure 7 also showsthat for highervalues of 01,the location

of the thermal front (TD = 0.50) can be expressedby the
simplerelation,
3'1= 01•1

value of = 1.0 at late times.

The totalheatlossesfromthe aquiferQo,versusdimensionlessdistance •l at various dimensionlesstimes for two
different values of 01are shown in Figures 9-10. The figures
show that at early times very large heat lossesoccur close to
the fault (small •l). However, the heat flux close to the fault
decreaseslogarithmically with time. It can be shown mathe-

(19)

It is apparentthat, for valuesof 01below 10, equation(19) no
longer holds.
Low values of 01 imply low aquifer heat capacity, and,
consequently,significantheat conductionlossesto the caprock and bedrock will occur. We found this to be the case for

\
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3

....

•

values of dimensionlesstimes ranging up to rl = 1.0.

•'1
=,10

01:,623
0-: 65,66

Heat lasses to caprock

-- -- Heat
losses
tobedrock
•%

•

--

Totalheatlosses

Heat Losses From the Aquifer

Heat lossesfrom the aquifer to the caprock and bedrock
can be calculated at any given time by the Fourier law of
heat conduction. In terms of dimensionlessparameters, the
Fourier law of heat conduction

QD,=

QD
Ahl(Tf-

Tbl)

=

can be written

OTDi
0./ 7=0

+ K

as

OTD2
0./ 7=0

i

io

ioo

(20) Fig. 8. Dimensionlessheat loss (Qo) from the aquifer to the
caprock and bedrock.
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maticallythat the heatlossescloseto the faultwill decrease evaluatingthe derivativeat the surface(z = D). Figure 11
with time as specifiedby the followingexpression[Carslaw shows the heat losses at the surface versus distance from the
fault(•) for a givenset of parameters.It maybe seenthat
and Jaeger, 1959]:
the thermal front reaches the surface close to the fault at a
2

dimensionlesstime of about r• = 0.001. Heat flux at the

QD,-%/---•-•

(21) surface increases with

dimensionless time until a steady
state value is reached at dimensionlesstime r• > 1.0. For the

Equation(21)is validonlyif K = 7 = 1.0andat timesbefore
the constant-temperature
boundaryat z = D is felt.
Anotherinterestingcharacteristicof the curvesshownin
Figures9-10 is that they can be enclosedby a singleline,
representing
the areaof heatlossesat anygivendimensionlesstime fl. The reasonfor this is that the advanceof the
thermalfront alongthe aquiferis linearlyrelatedto dimensionlesstime. Also, the steady state curvesin Figures9-10
are identical; this again illustrates that the steady state

particularsituationshownin Figure11,the anomalous
heat
fluxesat the surfacedue to the fault-chargedaquiferbeneath
extendto a dimensionlessdistanceof approximately•l = 10.

Furtherawayfrom the fault, the heat lossesare controlled
by the normalgeothermalgradient.
Steady State Conditions

Equations
(16)-(18)givethe steadystatetemperatures
in
the
aquifer,
caprock,
and
bedrock.
Figure
12
shows
the
temperature
distributionis independent
of 01.The peculiar
maxima in the heat loss curvesfor large valuesof 0• (Figure steadystate temperaturedistributionin the aquiferfor
various values of drr. Note that the smaller the value of drr,
9) are artifactscreatedby the numericalinverter.Thereis no
theoretical basis for these maxima. The broken lines show the further away from the fault the thermalfield extends.
The parameterdrr is a measureof heat lossesto the
the probablelocationsof the true curveson Figure10.
bedrock,with highvaluesindicatingeitherthat the thermal
conductivityof the bedrock is high or that the constantHeat Losses at the Surface
boundarybeneaththe aquiferis close(small
The heat lossesat the groundsurfacecan alsobe calculat- temperature
ed by usingthe Fourier law of heat conductionand by

value of B).

The steadystateheatlossesfromtheaquifercaneasilybe
derived from equations(16)-(18), and is given by (see
Appendix 2):

QD
t=[1
-Tg]
[1
(22)

Heat lossesfrom the aquiferas a functionof distancefrom
the fault are shownin Figure 13for variousvaluesof •r. For
this calculation,the geothermalgradientwas specifiedas
zero and K was fixed at 1.0. The figure showsthat the lower
the value of •r, the higherthe heat lossescloseto the fault
and the shorter the extent of the thermal field from the fault.

This behavior is reasonableas •r is inversely related to the
1

ioo

iooo

steadylossof heatto thebedrock.For verylargevaluesof
•r, the heat lossesto the bedrock are negligibleand conse-

Fig. 10. Total dimensionlessheat losses from the aquifer for
01 = 1.0.

quentlythe total heat lossis simplycontrolledby the heat
flux at the ground surface.
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APPLICATION

TO SUSANVILLE

GEOTHERMAL

PROJECT

As a first attempt to validate this model for fault-charged
hydrothermal systems, it was applied to data from the
geothermal system at Susanville, California. The more than
20 exploration wells in Susanville have located a lowtemperature(<80øC), shallow geothermalaquifer of limited
areal extent [Benson et al., 1981]. Figure 14 shows the
location of the wells and the temperature contours at an
elevation of 1150 m, which correspondsto a depth of 125 m,
where the primary aquifer is found. The temperature contours shown in Figure 14 suggest that the reservoir is
chargedby a fault with a NW strike; the fault being located
slightly west of a line intersecting well S-9 and the Davis
well. The steep temperature gradients to the west of the
proposedfault illustrate that it is rechargingthe aquifer only
to the east. Temperature contour maps at different depths
show fault-related

characteristics

similar to those shown in

Figure 14. Furthermore, many of the wells at Susanville
show a reversal with depth as shown in Figure 1.
One potential use for the hydrothermal energy at Susanville is space heating. However, the limited areal extent of
the hydrothermal system (Figure 14) indicatesthat the mass
of hot water (the limiting temperature taken as 60øC)

0.035m3/s(550gpm)for spaceheatingof 14publicbuildings.
If rechargeis neglected,this corresponds
to a lifetimeof 927 years. If the project is intendedfor 20 years, its success
will depend greatly upon the rechargerate. A reliable
estimateof the rechargeinto the Susanvillehydrothermal
systemis thereforeof considerable
economicinterest.Application of our model to the Susanville anomaly can give the
first estimate of the recharge rate.

Table 1 showsthe parametersselectedfrom the well data.
The maximumtemperaturemeasuredin the field is approximately80øCin well S-9, which is locatedvery closeto the
proposedfault (seeFigure 14). The temperatureof the water
rechargingthe aquifer is thereforefixed at 80øC.Picking
60øCas the average aquifer temperature,the fluid parame-

terscanbeobtained,
pw= 983kg/m3,Cw= 4179J/kgøC.It is
nowpossibleto determinethat the appropriatevalueof 0] =
0.31 (equation (6c)).

•S-IO

TEMPERATURE

CONTOURS (øC)
ot 1150 m elevotion

amountsto only 1-3 x 107m3 (depending
uponthe aquifer
thickness selected). Current plans [U.S. Department of
Energy, 1980] call for an extraction rate of approximately

Fig. 13. Steadystate heat lossesfrom the aquiferfor various Fig. 14. Temperature
contoursat 1150m elevationat Susanville
values of •r.

[after Benson et al., 1981].
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TABLE

1.

Parameters

Used for the Susanville

FAULT-CHARGED

GEOTHERMAL

SUZY 2_

Model
1300

Parameter

Value

Aquifer thickness, b
Depth to aquifer, D
Aquifer porosity, •b
Thermal conductivity of rock, ;t•
Rock heat capacity, c•

35 m
125 m
0.2
1.5 J/m s øC
1000 (J/kg øC)

Rockdensity,p•

2700(kg/m3)

The objective of this exercise is to use the model to match
the temperature contour data shown in Figure 14 and the
temperatureprofiles from individual wells in an attempt to
estimatethe hot water recharge. After a number of computer
runs, the match shown in Figures 15 and 16 was obtained. As
Figure 15 shows, the calculatedtemperaturecontourscompare very well with the observedonesin the hottestregionof
the field, close to the proposedfault. Further away, however, there are large differences between the calculated and the
observedtemperatures. There are several possiblereasons
for the discrepancy. First, only limited data are available
away from the fault (only wells S-5 and S-10), so that
temperature contours are not accurately known. Second,
evidence showsthat there is a high regional flow of groundwater toward the southeast and that mixing of the colder
shallow groundwater with the hot fluids is taking place.
Third, the subsurfacegeologyis considerablymore complex
than can be accountedfor by the simple model we have used
here. In any case, the model matches the temperature
profiles of wells close to the proposed fault very well, as
shown in Figure 16.
The match shown in Figures 15 and 16 was obtained by

o

cø•
rorO'•
xx\
\

o

•

o

\

\x

\

SUZY 4

1"''

SUZY 8

I"''

SUZY 9

I"

' '

NAEF
ø1

i

i

i

i

:

o 1150
._
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IOOO
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I
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•
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I

•

i

204060

i

i

i
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i

20 40 60

Tempereture(øC)
Fig. 16. Comparison between calculated and obsepcedtemperature profiles in wells.

using two different sets of parameters. First, if the lower
constanttemperature boundary is placed very deep (H >>
D), the parametersobtained indicate that the hydrothermal
system has been under development approximately 2000

yearsandthatthefaultcharges
thesystemat a rateof 9 x 10-6
m3/sm. Second,a very similarmatchis obtainedif the
constanttemperatureboundaryis placedat a depthof about
400 m (tr = 2.0); in this case the parametersobtainedshow
that steadystatetemperatureconditionsare reached(consequentlythe evolutiontime cannotbe determinedexceptthat
it exceeds10,000years) but the calculatedrechargerate is

the sameas in the first case (9 x 10-6 m3/sm). If one

(øC)at
II50m
elevationmal system than the time of evolution. If the heat lossesfrom

x

\\

I"''

considersthe ageof the subsurfaceformationsat Susanville,
the secondcase seemsmore likely. Also it is not unlikely
that a deeper permeable aquifer with circulation of colder
water is present at the site, and this would act as a constant
temperature boundary.
Anyway, the accuracyof the calculatedrechargerate is of
SUSANVILLE
more
concernto the developersof the SusanvillehydrotherTemperature
contours

eS-IO

•o

RESERVOIRS

•

Observed

x\.... Calculated

\

\

x

\

the aquifer are controlled by heat conduction as we have
assumedin the present model, the calculatedrechargerate
should be reasonably accurate. However, in the model,
horizontal conductionis neglected, and this may make the
actual recharge rate greater than what we have calculated.
If we assumethat the calculated rechargerate is correct
and that the fault rechargesover a distance of 2500 m, the

total rate of rechargeis approximately0.0225m3/s.This
\

s-9

70ø

60ox 50 ø

x\
\

\
\
\
\
ß

SP
ßS-3

ßS-5

•DAVIS
0

250

500

i

I

i

©S-6

m

ßS-7

Fig. 15. Comparisonbetween observedand calculatedtemperature contour

data.

recharge rate corresponds to approximately 70% of the
proposedextraction rate; consequently,a project lifetime of
25-75 yearscouldbe expected,or approximately3 timesthe
longevityif no rechargeis considered.It shouldbe emphasized,however,that the simplicityof the presentmodeldoes
not warrant definite conclusions.The resultspresentedhere
shouldbe consideredas rough first estimates.
Unfortunately, detailed heat flow data over the Susanville
anomaly are not available at present; such data would have

beenusefulin confirmingthe accuracyof the model.Figure
17 shows the calculated heat flow values plotted against
distancefrom the proposedfault.
CONCLUSIONS

A two-dimensionalmodel for fault-chargedhydrothermal
systemshas been developed and used in theoretical studies.
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Fig. 17. Calculatedheat flows at Susanville.

The physicalmodelusedconsidersa verticalfault recharging
hot water to a horizontal aquifer, thereby causinga temperature reversal with depth. The resultsobtainedindicate that
the evolution of the thermal field is greatly dependenton 01,

TD,(•I,rl, O)= -Tg(rl - 1)

(A5)

TD2(fi,r/, 0) = -- Tg(•or/- 1)

(A6)

The boundary conditionsare

a parameterdenotingthe ratio of the heat capacityof the
aquiferto that of the caprock.The lower the value of 01,the
greater the heat lossesfrom the aquifer to the caprockand
bedrock. A steady state thermal field in the caprock is

0 •0•<0

TD,(O,
•'l)= 1

establishedat dimensionlesstime of •'l = 1-10. The steady

To.(•l, T1)= To,(•l,0, T1)= To2(•l,0, T1)

statetemperaturefield is greatly dependenton the distance
to the constant temperature boundary condition at the
groundsurface(z = D). The constanttemperatureboundary

TDi(•i, 1, •1) = 0

condition below the bedrock (z = -(D

+ B)) exerts a

negligibleeffect,as longas the bedrockis muchthickerthan
the caprock(D << B). Consequently,the heatlossesfrom the
aquifer are primarily governed by the constanttemperature

OU2

02U2
- qt•2-- Tg(o)'r/
-- 1) = 0
0•12

ß/ < 0: •-

SOLUTION OF GOVERNING EQUATIONS

OTo.

Olpgl
a q- O1Tg= 0

02U1

quite significant,this may increase the potential of the
Susanvilleprospectby a factor of 3.

OTo2

o6

•'/>0:•2 --pVl--Tg(•
--1)=0

systemat a rateof 9 x 10-6 m3/sm. As therecharge
rateis

• = 0:OTD,

0•? ,•:o

,•=o

(All)

Susanville. The results indicate that a fault is rechargingthe

In dimensionlessform, the equations governing the temperature in the aquifer, caprock, and bedrock are

(A9)

After applying Laplace transformationwith respect to T1,
equations(A1)-(A3) become

Applicationof the modelto temperaturedatafrom wellsat
Susanville, California, is illustrated. The model is used to
matchtemperatureprofilesfrom individualwells as well as
temperaturecontoursat the depth of the primary aquiferat

APPENDIX 1'

(A8)

(A10)

ß/ = 0:

condition at the ground surface.

(A7)

(A12)
(A13)

where q is defined as q = ('yhOp.The boundary conditions
become
1

Ua(0) = --

=0

(A14)

P

(A1)

ß/>0:

0•/2

=

02To: 70To:

ß/<0:
The initial conditions

02To,

=

OT/2

K 0T1

Ha(f) = Ui(•;1,0) = U2(6, 0)

(A15)

Ul(6, 1) = 0

(A16)

(A2)

v2(6,
-o')= Tg
(too'
+ 1)
P

(A17)

(A3)

Equations(A12) and (A13) are nonhomogeneous
secondorderordinarydifferentialequations.The generalform of the
equationsfor a dependentvariable y is

(A4)

0•?•py= Tg(r/1)

are

TDa(•;1,
O) = Tg

(A18)
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To solve equation (A18), one must obtain a solutionto the
homogeneousequation (Yc)and a particular solutionto the

• < 0:02= Ua

coshX/•qrt +

p

nonhomogeneous
equation(yp). The completesolutionis
then

Y = Yc+ Yp

rg(60•/1) (A31)

(A19)

The solutionto the homogeneousequation is simply

Yc= A coshV•p*t+ B sinhV•pr/

(A20)

p

Since the equationsfor the temperaturein the caprock and
bedrock have been solved in the Laplace domain, one can
proceed to solve equation (A11)

where A and B are constants.Now we guessa solutionto the
nonhomogeneousequation as

yp = Crl + D

= -

0r/ 7=0

(A21)

where C and D are constants. Substituting equation (A21)
into equation (A18) and equatingthe coefficientsyields
C =

(A22)
P

D = •

002

The complete solutionto equation(A18) can now be written

= +

,•=o

tanhV•p

(A32)

p

X/•q[Ua- (Tg/p)] toTg
tanhV•qrr
p

V•pIlla -- (Tg/p)] •q Illa -- (Tg/p)] 03It
a

-

tanh
V/-•p - K tanh
X/•q
rr
-- Olplla q- O1rg-' 0

as

y = A coshV•prt + B sinhV•prt

(rt- 1)

(A33)

Substitution of equations (A32) and (A33) into equation
(A11) and noting that K•O= 1 yields

(A23)

P

tanhV•q

(A34)

(A24)

P

Rearrangementof equation (A34) yields

After obtaininga solutionfor equation(A18), the solutions
for equations (A12) and (A13) are

r/> 0: o• = a• coshV•pr/+ b• sinhX/-•p
r/

T•(•_ •)

•

O•

q- 01P q-

q- K

tanhX/-•p tanh

Ua

p

(^25)

ß/ < 0' 02= a2coshX•q*t + b2sinhV•q*t

rg(•0,/-1)

p

tanh
V•p
+ tanhV•q =0

(A35)

Now let us define a as

P

(A26)
where a•, a2, b•, b2 are constants. Applying boundary
condition given by equation (A15) yields
al = a2 = Ua

t• = /,/a

Substitutionof equation (A36) into equation (A35) yields

o•

(A27)
P

Similarily, the boundaryconditionsgiven by equations(A16)
and (A17) can be used to determine bl and b2

Illa -- (rg/p)]

b•= - tanh
X/-•p
-

(A36)

+

01p +

tanhV•p

tanh
•q a=0 (A37)

The solution of equation (A35) is

C•exp[0•p
+tanhX/•p+ tanh•qq
(A28)t•=

•

(A38)

where C• is a constant. Applying equation(A36) in terms of
Uayields

[!,la -- (Tg/p)]

(A29)

b2- tanh
X/•q
rr

Substitutingequations(A27)-(A29) into equations(A25) and
(A26) yields

Ua
=Cl
exp
-[0uo
+tanhX/•p+ tanh•q

p
6 q--(A39)

The constant C• can now be determined by using the
boundary condition given by equation (A14)

•1>0101
=llarg.coshX/•p•-t-•nnl•7••
P

Te(r/- 1) (A30)
P

1

C• = - [1 - Tg]
P

(A40)
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Substitutionof equation (A40) into equation (A39) yields

ua=-[1-

Tg]exp-

p

0•p + •+

tanhV•p tanhV•q
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Equations(A50)-(A52) can be invertedto real spaceto yield

*/=O:Toa=[1-Tg]exp-[
+•]sCl+Tg
(A53)

so1

+Tg (A41)
Equation (A41) representsthe temperaturein the aquifer in
the Laplace domain.
APPENDIX

2.

ASYMPTOTIC

(A54)

SOLUTIONS

At early times, the solution for the temperature in the
Laplace domain is

- Tg(oa*/- 1)
*/= 0: ua = •
P

*/> 0' vl =

(A55)

(A42)

[*/-

1]

(A43)

P

*/<0:v2
= _Tg[to,/-1]

Equations (A53)-(A55) give the steady state temperature
distributionin the aquifer, caprock, and bedrock.
The steadystate total heat lossesfrom the aquifer can be
calculated by using the Fourier law of heat conduction. In
dimensionlessform, the equationfor the dimensionlesstotal
heat lossesfrom the aquifer is

(A44)

P

_ OTo• + •:

Equations (A42)-(A44) can easily be inverted from the
Laplace domain to real spaceto yield

(A56)
Qø'-•-*/.=o
0./
I , OTo2

Equations (A54) and (A55) can easily be differentiated with

(A45) respect to */and evaluated at */ = 0. Equation (BI5) thus

*/= 0: T& = Tg

becomes

*/> 0: To, = - Tg(*/- 1)

(A46)

*/< 0:To2= - Tg(to*/-i)

(A47)

Equations(A45)-(A47) representthe initial conditionsspecified in the problem. However, at a slightly later time, the
temperature in the aquifer in the Laplace domain is
NOTATION

1
rg
ua = --[1 - Tg]exp - [0•psCl]
+ m
p

(A57)

(A48)

p

a
B

Equation
(A48)canbeinverted
torealspace
to yield
D
rDa- [l -- rg]Ul(rl- 01•1)
+ rg
(A49) H

Atlate
times
asp--•0,tanh
X/-•p
-• X/-•p
and
theequations
P
for the temperature in the Laplace domain simplify to

q

geothermal gradient (øC/m).
thickness of bedrock (m).

thicknessof caprock(m).
thickness of aquifer (m).
Laplace parameter.
porosity.

the rechargerate (m3/sm).
dimensionless

•=0:Ua
=-[1
- Tg]expI + • +Tg
(A50) Tt
P
p
To•
To

1

*/ > O:Ol -' -- [1 - rg][1 - */] exp -

I +

P

•1

rf
(A51)

x
z

p

[1 - Tg] 1 +

temperature at ground surface (øC).

dimensionless
temperature,To = (T- T•,O/(Tf- T•,1).
temperature of rechargedwater (øC).

dimensionless
geothermalgradient,Tg = alD/(Tf -

Tg(*/_1)
*/< 0:v2 =-

heat losses.

time (s).
temperature (øC).

exp -

I q-

•1

Tg(oo*/1)

(A52)

ToO.
lateral coordinate (m).
vertical coordinate (m).

dimensionlessheat capacity, • = pec2/plcl.
dimensionlessvertical coordinate, */= z/D.
dimensionlessheat capacity, 01 = (B/D)(paCdplcO.
dimensionlessthermal conductivity,
thermal conductivity (J/m s øC).
dimensionlessdistance from fault, s•1= hlx/pwcwqD.

volumetricheatcapacity(J/m3 øC).
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rr

dimensionless
geometricalfactor, rr = B/D.

rl

dimensionless
time,rl = hlt/plCl
D2.
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